ACROSS
4 Massive country lying partly in Europe and Asia
5 _____ City, the smallest country in the world
7 Inland sea which is also the largest lake in the world
10 Ruler of Vatican City
12 Capital of Poland
15 Abbreviation for the direction in which Rumania lies from Germany
17 Capital of Greece
18 Capital of Italy
20 Direction Helsinki lies from Tallinn
21 Mountains lying 1,250km north-east of Moscow
22 Country whose capital is Reykjavik

DOWN
1 Name of Vatican City army guards
2 Country whose capital is Madrid
3 Country which hosts the most tourists in the world
6 Capital of Latvia
8 Large mass of tumbling snow and ice
9 Country with the highest population density in the world
11 Type of waterfront city Rotterdam is
13 How many of the world’s top ten car nations are found in Europe?
14 Direction in which the Republic of Ireland lies from the United Kingdom
16 Capital of Germany
19 Large sea to the east of Rumania
21 Abbreviation for the United Kingdom